2004 kia optima headlight

Kia Motor Optima owners have reported problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Kia Motor Optima based on all problems reported for the
Optima. Mid September, , I began to notice that my headlights would turn off as I was driving.
They would cut off for no more than 15 seconds and turn back on. I didn't think anything of it,
until I started having issues with other components of my kia Optima. As I was approaching a
stop sign, my engine light came on. When I tried to accelerate, the car began to jump and
hesitate. I pulled into an autozone where they ran a diagnostic test on the vehicle. Error code p
knock sensor came up. The next morning, I called coastal kia of wilmington in north carolina
and explained to them what had happened. They inspected my vehicle and informed me that the
protocol was to perform a bearing clearance test and ecu upgrade. A week later, I called the
dealership again and informed them that although my engine light had not come back on, the
acceleration issue was still occurring. I asked if they would look at the car again, to which they
said no, that they cannot take a further look at it until the engine light came back on. The
following morning I called kia again to inform them what had happened, and they agreed to take
a look at it. They opened a tech case with kia and informed me that they could not do anything
to the car until they heard back from them. See all problems of the Kia Motor Optima.
Unfortunately, it only pertains to vehicles manufactured in korea. My vehicle was assembled in
georgia, but I believe the headlight housing is the same for both locations. Bottom line, my low
beams have the same issue and driving at night is unsafe due to the limited visibility. I
personally completed the procedure's inspection as outlined in the TSB attached and
determined my vehicle has this problem, but since mine was assembled in georgia they won't
replace at no cost to me. Headlights randomly turn off when set to "auto" position when
signaling. Does not happen frequently but any time it happens is too many times for your
headlights to randomly turn off. Happens while driving at night and happens when signaling to
change lanes. The headlights will randomly turn themselves on and off in day and night time. I
have seen numerous other reports on this on here. In addition to that the car doesn't respond to
the key fob most of the time even with brand new battery in the fob. Step dad has the same car
with same issues with the key fob. While in motion the headlights turn on by themselves at
random times during the day. Abs warning light, bsd warning light, and traction control warning
light all came on at the same time. On the way to the dealership they all went off. The technician
said he sees that the warning light were on, but their computer is not detecting a problem. If it
happens again bring it back. Well, they're on again. The car has been stationary since Friday
afternoon, Sunday evening my son sends me a pic of my car, the lights are on!. I was driving
down the highway at pm and my headlights turned off by themselves. They were set to auto. I
pulled over and turned them to on and thankfully they stayed on until we made it home. This is
very dangerous! I had my son in the car. We are lucky to be alive. While driving at night the
headlights go off. This has happened on several occasions. So one of the kia dealers in the
state of maine replaced the motor in our Optima, ever since then our air conditioning system
has not been working. I've had it tested and recharged. Still no acc. I have diagnosed no power
to the ac pump. Also the headlights have new bulbs in low beam and are dim. The low beams on
this car are almost non existant. I have to drive with my high beams on to see anything in front
of the car. It's so bad that when a car is behind me there is the shadow of my car from the
headlights behind me. I brought to the gary rome kia in January who told me it wasnt covered
under the lifetime headlight warranty because the foil in headlight housing is intact. It is a major
hazard and I dont know what to do. I have had this problem since I bought the car but is getting
progressively worse. Car has k on it. Trunk latch had to be replaced due latch not locking when
trying to close trunk. At times car will stay on but stutters like its going to die. Headlights very
dim no matter what bulb you put it. Cannot see more than 3ft in front of you when driving at
night. Visited do not stay up fall down blocking view. The low beam headlights are so dim
they're barely visible at night. The reflective coating inside the light housing flakes from getting
hot. This should be recalled. I have recently purchased a kia Optima lx, and the headlights are
so dim on low beam it is unsafe to drive. Bright lights work great. Low beam when you meet
another oncoming vehicle you can barely tell if you are in your lane or not. Also if your by
yourself on the road, you cannot hardly tell if anything is up ahead in the road or on the sides of
the road. Buying kia Optima is the biggest mistake I have ever done, it seems every month
something goes wrong with this vehicle. Headlights are so dim you can barely see using low
beam lights and high beams are barely brighter than regular beams on other cars. Have
replaced the headlight bulbs 4 times and it has never changed the problem. Engine seized up
with no warning or mechanical signs when driving down the road. Headlights are too dim. Using
low beam lights at night does not illuminate the road at all. Have replaced the headlight bulbs 3
times and it does not fix the problem. The low beam headlights have continuously become

dimmer over time. After replacing the bulbs a second time, I determined that it was clearly not a
bulb issue. There was absolutely no light directly in front of the car, only to the sides. The high
beams are fine. After reading on line thousands of complaints, I took my car to a dealer. Bulldog
kia in athens, GA told me that there was in fact a service issue she would not say recall , but
because nothing in my headlight assembly was "broken or cracked" they couldn't replace it.
And since I didn't buy the bulb from kia, that was the problem. I purchased the exact bulb
recommended for this year, make and model. The new assemblies would be exactly the same as
the ones that are currently bad. Nothing has been changed! This is a tremendous safety hazard.
Anyone who replaces the bulb thinks that they are fixing the problem, and therefore are driving
in inadequate lighting. Please, please do something to force kia to recall and replace these
headlight assemblies before needless accidents happen causing injury or death. My daughter
was overwhelmed by the additional vision that she now has with her new led lights. She only
told me because she had friends that didn't feel safe riding in her car at night. So she brought it
to my attention. I am appalled that kia is avoiding this major issue. Please take action ASAP.
Thank you. Low beam headlights do not work on my kia Optima. They don't work in motion or
sitting still. Ihave to keep high beams on at night. Seems to be a common problem with all kia
vehicles, yet the problem isn't being addressed. The battery indicator light came on then while
driving down the road, the battery discharge kept popping up on the display then went out.
About 10 minutes further, I lost power steering. I managed to get to base even though I ran a red
light and stop sign because the car started spurttering and feeling like it was getting ready to
stall. Once I managed to get to a parking lot, my headlights went out but I still had dash lights.
All the error lights came across my dashboard. I took the battery to advance, they said it was
low. They charged it and said it needed replaced. The battery indicator was still lit so I took it
and they checked the alternator and said it was dead. I took it and had it rebuilt. Everything
seemed to work ok. Low beam lights are very dull while driving at night lens covers are still
clear. Kia sent an extended warranty about the lights and the dealer replaced a wiring harness
for the lights, the letter also stated they will check the headlight assembly and replace if this is
the problem. Kia will not do this replacement for the headlight assembly. The wiring harness for
the lights did not solve the problem of very dull low beam lights while driving at night and kia
will not honor what's in their warranty letter. I was driving to work at night time for about a week
straight my head lights would randomly turn on and off by their selves while I'm driving and
then my car would be sitting in my parking space and my neighbors told me my lights would
just be on all night and my car would be locked and everything and one day I went out to start
my car and I couldn't even unlock it to get in it so I thought it might've been my car remote
battery died and so I asked a neighbor that works on cars to see what it could be they popped
my hood and checked my car battery and it was completely dead, they tried to give me a jump
which was just enough to allow me to unlock and get into my vehicle but my car battery was
completely fried due to headlight sensor. The wiring in the headlamp assembly is faulty. This is
a known issue across dealers and aftermarket shops. Headlights appear very dim and give out
low or no light. It's not the bulbs. The whole headlamp needs to be recalled for wiring issues. I
have the kia Optima sx with the technology package that comes equipped with the auto-leveling
and auto-bending led headlamps. I believe that the auto-leveling function is working incorrectly.
When weight is added to the car more passengers the beam pattern auto adjusts itself to point
even lower instead of higher. This causes an adverse effect. Think of it this way, the beam has a
default setting to where it points to when there is no weight added to the car. When two
passengers sit in the car, the beam should not point lower, instead it should auto-level itself to a
higher position to accommodate for the fact that the vehicle is now lower when weight is added
to the vehicle. I also believe that the headlights by default are pointed a bit low, I went to the
dealership concord kia in concord, CA to have them re-adjusted. Alas, no better result was
achieved due to the fact that they are auto-leveling. Often when driving in the car with my fiance
a combined weight of about lbs distributed to the front seats , the led low-beams appear to
reach a max distance of 40 ft on level land, and around 70 ft. Going up a hill. When one is going
downhill, the projected led light reaches a distance of around 25 ft. I understand that the kia
Optima sx models equipped with the auto-leveling and auto-bending lights have received a
fantastic rating. I am sure when the lights are working at Optimal conditions 1 person in the car
who may weigh under lbs the lighting can be great. However, I encourage the nhsta to
re-conduct a thorough test under the following conditions: seat two people in the front who
weigh at least lbs. First seat one person, notice the beam pattern against a wall about 50 ft.
Away, then seat another person in the vehicle and notice how the beam pattern is lowered. I
also encourage the testers to drive the around a bit. Tl the contact owns a kia Optima. The
contact received an unknown recall letter from the manufacturer regarding the headlight
assembly. The contact took the vehicle to kia of new bern a us, new bern, nc , and they stated

that the recall would not be honored because the vehicle was not under warranty. The
manufacturer stated that they were not trained on this issue and the recall would not be valid.
The contact had not experienced a failure. My headlight keep going out and I have keep
replacing bulbs. I be driving and lights will blink then just go out , I keep have buy light bulb
every time. The drivers side running light went out one day and my car alerted that it was out. I
changed the bulb and that did not fix the problem. The fuse appeared ok, however I replaced it
just to be sure. There was still no change. Checked the power to the headlight assembly and I
have power all the way up until it enters the headlight assembly and then there is no power to
the running light only. Driver side door doesn't close all the way head light bulbs melting to
headlight harness smoking. Passenger headlight keeps burning out. Original hid headlights
became dim to the point it failed a virginia state safety inspection. Dealer service department
states the reflective material in the headlight housing has diminished. Headlights are constantly
getting dimmer, can only see about 2 feet in front of the car when driving in the rain, fog and at
night. I have changed the bulbs several times thinking this was the problem but clearing it is
not. There is a problem and I fear driving at night and in fog and rain for fear of safety. This
needs to be recalled for the safety of the driver and the public. This all started about a year ago.
I thought maybe it was my vision but my husband and son both and a mechanic have confirmed
the something is clearly wrong this the lighting system in the car. While driving 50 mph, the low
beam headlights failed to project enough light, which made driving difficult. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic where the high and low beam headlights were changed, but
the failure recurred. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer for diagnostic testing or repairs. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 78, Headlights have
not worked since the last recall for engine replacement, done in August High beams are
insufficient, and the normal beams are very dangerous -- doesn't appear that headlights are on
at all. Low beam headlights illuminate so little, only lighting approximately 10 feet in front of the
car. This has become extremely dangerous and a major safety issue. My headlight bulbs blew
finally after 5 years but the cover to change them is stuck! I tried to open the cover and take it
off and so did my husband. We went to autozone and a actually kia dealership and they can't
even remove it! Kia is charging me Please review this issue!. The low beam headlights on my
kia Optima have been slowly getting so dull that it is getting dangerous to drive at night. I
commute over miles a day and leave at dark and get home at dark. So all my driving is needing
my headlights. I started noticing the problem with not being able to see and just thought my
bulbs were getting old. I went out and bought new sylvania silverstar bulbs and I also bought a
set of sylvania ultra. That did not help. I ended up even trying to change my bulbs and convert
over to led headlight bulbs. I did all the work and conversion and still had the same problem.
Come to find out it's not the bulbs that are the issue, but the actual headlight housing is the
issue. I am now in the process of getting new headlight assemblies which is really terrible. I
should not have to buy a whole headlight assembly from faulty manufacturing just so I can see
and be safe while driving. But I feel that it is very dangerous to be driving the way my car is
right now. I feel kia should be fixing the issue and supplying a higher quality headlight housing
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Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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